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After an unusual delay from its scheduled  
4 pm release time, Federal Finance Minister 
Bill Morneau tabled the Liberal government’s 
second budget on Wednesday, March 22, 2017.

For the second year in a row, the budget does not include plans to 
balance the federal government’s books. The deficit this year will 
be $28.5 billion (up from $23 billion last year), though the budget 
projects the deficit to decline to $18.8 billion by 2021-2022. One 
important measure of Canada’s fiscal health is the percentage 
of gross domestic product (GDP) the accumulated federal debt 
represents (the total of all past deficits minus payments of that 
debt). The budget projects this figure to be in the 31.5% range 
for the next few years, but declining to just below 31% by 2021-
2022. For economists, this measure is more meaningful than the 
annual deficit number because it provides a better indication 
of a country’s ability to repay its current debt without incurring 
new debt. For example, if you owed $15,000 in total, and earned 
$30,000 annually, you’d be in worse financial shape than if you 
owed $15,000 but earned $130,000.

The government continues its efforts to focus tax relief on the 
middle class. The following are highlights specific to the financial 
sector that may be of interest to you in your conversations  
with clients.

THE NEW CANADA CAREGIVER CREDIT
Combining and expanding current tax 
measures into a simplified tax credit

The current system has a number of measures intended to 
support taxpayers who are caring for others. But the system can 

be confusing due to differences in eligibility rules between the 
various programs. The proposed new Canada Caregiver Credit  
will replace:

»» the»existing»Caregiver»Credit,

»» the»Infirm»Dependent»Credit,»and

»» the»Family»Caregiving»Credit.

The amount of tax relief provided will depend on the relationship 
between the caregiver and the dependent requiring care. The 
credit will apply to expenses incurred by caregivers, and will 
not require that they live with the family member that they’re 
providing care for.

»» For»expenses»for»care»of»dependent»relatives»such»as»parents,»
brothers,»sisters,»adult»children,»and»other»specific»relatives»with»
an»infirmity»–»a»federal»tax»credit»based»on»an»amount»of»up»to»
$6,883»for»2017,»representing»federal»tax»savings»of»up»to»$1,032.

»» For»expenses»for»care»of»a»dependent»spouse/common-law»
partner»or»minor»child»with»an»infirmity»–»a»federal»tax»credit»
based»on»an»amount»of»up»to»$2,150»for»2017,»representing»federal»
tax»savings»of»up»to»$323.

Since there’s no requirement for the caregiver to live with the 
dependent they’re providing care for, this group of people 
will likely benefit most from the expansion of the existing 
programs. The new credit will begin to phase out based upon the 
dependent’s net income. For 2017, this phase out will begin when 
the dependent’s income exceeds $16,163, which will be indexed to 
inflation for future years. This will be a non-refundable tax credit.
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HEALTH-CARE SPENDING INCREASES
More for home care and mental health, 
improving health care in remote areas

Transfers to the provinces and territories for health-care costs 
will increase by $1 billion from 2016 to $37.1 billion for 2017-2018. 
According to the budget, this increase is “in line with a three-
year moving average of nominal gross domestic product growth, 
with funding guaranteed to increase by at least 3% per year.” The 
government has also offered the provinces and territories extra 
funding up to $6 billion over 10 years to support home care, and 
$5 billion over the same time period for mental health initiatives.

The home care initiatives align with provincial objectives to 
reduce the number of people in hospitals who should be in long-
term care facilities, and to help those who want to receive care 
at home to do so instead of having to move to a long-term care 
facility. The mental health initiatives are meant to reduce the wait 
times people experience to see a mental health professional.

Although health-care is a provincial responsibility, the federal 
government traditionally has contributed to provincial health-care 
spending to help provide a consistent standard of health care 
across the country. As of Budget Day, all provinces and territories 
except Manitoba have accepted the federal government’s offer for 
increased home care and mental health-care spending.

The government will also spend $108 million over four years to 
renew and expand the Territorial Health Investment Fund. The 
Fund has been in place since 2014 to “improve access to health 
services in the territories – particularly in the areas of mental 
health, chronic disease and children’s oral health – and reduce 
reliance on medical transport outside the region.”

RESP/RDSP ANTI-AVOIDANCE RULES
Registered plan and TFSA anti-avoidance 
rules extended to RESPs and RDSPs

Budget 2017 extends the anti-avoidance rules that cover registered 
plans like RRSPs, TFSAs and RRIFs to RESPs and RDSPs. These rules 
prevent registered plans from offering tax advantages that are 
excessive or unrelated to the benefits they provide. The budget 
describes the purpose behind these rules as helping to “prevent 
the exploitation of the tax attributes of a registered plan (e.g., by 
shifting returns from a taxable investment to a registered plan).” 
The rules include:

»» The»non-qualified»investment»rules.»These»rules»restrict»the»types»
of»investments»allowed»in»a»registered»plan»or»TFSA.»If»you»put»
a»non-qualified»investment»in»your»plan,»or»if»an»investment»in»
the»plan»becomes»non-qualified,»your»financial»institution»will»
have»to»notify»you»by»the»end»of»February»in»the»year»following»
the»change,»and»you’ll»owe»a»50%»tax»on»the»investment’s»fair»
market»value.

»» Prohibited»investments.»These»rules»were»created»to»prevent»
plan»owners»from»putting»personal»assets,»like»the»shares»in»their»
wholly»owned»corporations,»into»their»RRSPs,»thereby»sheltering»
the»growth»on»those»assets»from»tax.»Like»non-qualified»
investments,»there’s»a»50%»tax»on»a»prohibited»investment.

»» The»advantage»rules.»These»rules»help»to»ensure»the»integrity»of»
registered»plans»by:»

»» preventing»transactions»that»would»not»be»entered»into»
between»parties»who»were»dealing»with»each»other»at»
arm’s»length,»

»» preventing»transactions»that»would»not»occur»in»a»normal»
commercial»and»investment»context,»and

»» taxing»the»gains»or»the»income»earned»in»a»registered»plan»
from»a»non-qualified»or»prohibited»investment.

»» The»anti-avoidance»rules»have»little»impact»on»most»people»
because»their»registered»plans»contain»conventional»investments,»
and»the»range»of»conventional»investments»that»qualify»for»use»
in»a»registered»plan»is»broad»enough»to»satisfy»almost»everyone.»
These»changes»will»apply»as»of»Budget»Day»(March»22,»2017)»
subject»to»two»exceptions:

»» Subject»to»certain»conditions,»until»April»1,»2018»a»plan»owner»can»
elect»to»pay»ordinary»income»tax»on»distributions»of»investment»
income»from»an»investment»that»became»a»prohibited»investment»
because»of»this»rule»change.

»» Swap»transactions»will»continue»to»be»allowed»until»July»1,»
2017,»and»even»until»the»end»of»2021»if»the»purpose»of»the»swap»
transaction»is»to»remove»an»otherwise»prohibited»investment.»
Swap»transactions»are»transfers»of»property»out»of»the»plan»
in»exchange»for»different»property»or»cash»transferred»in.»The»
objective»is»to»have»the»transaction»treated»as»a»purchase»and»
sale»instead»of»as»a»withdrawal»and»recontribution.

SEGREGATED FUND MERGERS 
AND NON-CAPITAL LOSSES
Smoothing some bumps on the 
way to a level playing field

Two or more mutual funds can merge on a tax-deferred basis, 
but segregated funds cannot. Budget 2017 proposes to allow 
segregated funds to merge on a tax-deferred basis starting  
after 2017.

Also beginning after 2017 segregated funds will be allowed to use 
non-capital losses arising in years after 2017 in computing income 
for years after 2017. The rules will be subject to the normal limits 
that apply to carrying non-capital losses forward and back (3-year 
carryback and 20-year carryforward, except unused allowable 
business investment losses, which can be carried forward only  
10 years.) 
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The changes are meant to bring more consistent tax treatment 
to mutual and segregated funds. The delay in implementing the 
rule changes is meant to allow the life insurance industry time to 
comment on the proposed rule changes. 
 
A related change applies to certain mutual funds organized as 
corporations. A mutual fund can be organized as a corporation 
with multiple classes of shares, each class a distinct investment 
fund. The budget proposes to allow a mutual fund corporation 
with multiple share classes to reorganize itself on a tax-deferred 
basis into multiple mutual fund trusts. Each trust would 
correspond to an individual share class under the former mutual 
fund corporation.

It’s unlikely that these changes will have much impact on 
individual clients. 

REVIEW OF TAX PLANNING STRATEGIES 
INVOLVING PRIVATE CORPORATIONS
Creating the potential for changes 
in the coming months

In last year’s budget, the government changed the rules on 
sharing the small business deduction for associated corporations, 
and announced its intention to conduct a broad review of tax 
expenditures targeting opportunities to reduce tax benefits 
that potentially benefit more wealthy Canadians. While certain 
measures like limiting Canadian-controlled private corporations 
to the small-business tax rate, and increasing the capital gains 
inclusion rate were not included in the budget, the government 
announced it is continuing to monitor the use of tax planning 
strategies involving private corporations.

The budget identifies the following strategies involving  
private corporations: 

»» Sprinkling»income»–»causing»income»that»would»otherwise»be»
realized»by»an»individual»taxable»at»a»high»personal»tax»rate»to»
instead»be»realized»(for»example»through»dividends»or»capital»
gains)»by»other»family»members»who»are»subject»to»a»lower»
personal»tax»rate.

»» Holding»passive»portfolio»investments»–»because»tax»rates»for»
corporations»that»are»eligible»for»the»small»business»deduction»
are»generally»lower»than»personal»rates,»corporations»benefiting»
from»those»low»rates»can»accumulate»more»after-tax»earnings»
than»if»they»were»taxed»at»higher»rates.»Those»earnings»can»be»
transferred»tax-free»to»another»corporation»in»the»corporate»
family,»where»they»can»be»invested»other»than»in»the»business»
that»produced»them.

»» Converting»regular»income»into»capital»gains»–»causing»income»
that»would»normally»be»paid»as»a»salary»or»dividend»to»a»principal»
to»instead»be»converted»into»corporate»capital»gains,»allowing»
funds»to»be»distributed»at»a»much»lower»tax»rate.»

The government intends to release a paper in the coming months 
setting out the nature of these issues in more detail, along with 
their proposed policy responses.

ELIMINATING CERTAIN TAX MEASURES
Removing ineffective and inefficient 
tax credits and deductions

The Liberal government has identified a number of tax measures 
which it claim to be ineffective and inefficient, or those that were 
found to be used on a very limited basis and which were not 
achieving their intended objective.

The Public Transit Tax Credit, which was first introduced as a non-
refundable tax credit in 2006, was an effort to help encourage the 
use of public transit, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. It will 
be eliminated this year. Taxpayers will still be able to claim eligible 
deductions until June. The budget states that the credit has done 
little to encourage additional use of the public transportation 
system, which the government plans to address through increased 
investment in public transit infrastructure instead.

The deduction available for employee home relocation loans will 
also be eliminated. The employee home relocation loan allowed 
employees to deduct all or a portion of the taxable benefit they 
had received as a result of the home relocation loan provided by 
their employer where the interest rate was below the prescribed 
level, assuming it met certain criteria. The budget indicates that 
this deduction primarily benefited wealthy individuals, and will be 
eliminated beginning in 2018.

The budget also confirmed that the First-Time Donor’s Super 
Credit for charitable donations will be discontinued in 2017, as had 
previously been planned.

PHASING OUT THE CANADA 
SAVINGS BOND PROGRAM
So long, old friend. We’ll miss you.

Canada Savings Bonds (CSBs) will no longer be sold by the end 
of this year. According to the budget, CSBs, first offered in 
1946, reached their peak popularity in the late 1980s, and have 
continuously declined ever since. They now comprise less than 1% 
of current federal market debt. The budget says that offering CSBs 
is no longer cost-effective, considering the greater efficiency the 
government enjoys in raising money through other means, such as 
wholesale funding options.

Canadians, it seems, agree, given the wealth of different 
investment options that have appeared on the market over 
the last 25 plus years. The budget notes that investments like 
“Government of Canada-insured retail products (including 
guaranteed investment certificates), mutual funds and low-
commission trading accounts” have displaced CSBs in popularity.
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Of course, the government will continue to honour its existing CSB 
commitments, including interest payments and redemptions. But it 
will stop selling CSBs in 2017.

COMBATTING TAX EVASION
Maintaining the integrity of Canada’s tax system

Not many of us like paying taxes, but we do pay them. According 
to the CRA’s most recent report to Parliament, 93% of Canadians 
file their tax returns on time without direct intervention from the 
CRA1.  That may be why we probably like tax evaders even less than 
we like paying taxes, because tax evaders force us all to pay higher 
taxes to make up for what they don’t pay.

While 93% is an impressive figure, it still falls short of full 
compliance. The government also recognizes that a small number 
of people can cost the government a lot of revenue. That’s why the 
government will spend an additional $523.9 million over the next 
five years to fight tax evasion and improve tax compliance. This 
amount is in addition to the $444 million added a few years ago 
to boost the CRA’s enforcement capabilities. That budget increase 
arose from the release of the Panama Papers. As of late last year 
the CRA was investigating 85 Canadians named in the Papers for 
suspected tax evasion.

According to the budget, the government proposes to:

»» Increase»verification»activities.

»» Hire»additional»auditors»and»specialists»with»a»focus»on»the»
underground»economy.

»» Develop»robust»business»intelligence»infrastructure»and»risk»
assessment»systems»to»target»high-risk»international»tax»and»
abusive»tax»avoidance»cases.

»» Improve»the»quality»of»investigative»work»that»targets»criminal»»
tax»evaders.

The government expects a good return on its investment: $2.5 
billion over the next five years from these measures, not including 
increased provincial and territorial revenues.

WHAT THE BUDGET DIDN’T DO
Some things will stay the same

The budget did not contain any increase to personal or corporate 
tax rates, nor did it introduce any changes to the federal small 
business tax rate applicable to the first $500,000 of active  
business income.

While there has been much speculation over potential changes to 
the capital gains inclusion rate for the past few years, the budget 
has left this untouched. Only 50% of capital gains will continue 
to be included in taxable income. There were also no changes to 
employee stock options, which some commentators had been 
anticipating.

And while it had already been made quite clear prior to the budget 
release date, the Liberal government backed off on their original 
proposals to tax employer contributions to health and dental plans 
after strong opposition from both consumers and industry groups.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information on the 2017 federal budget, please visit 
http://www.budget.gc.ca/

1 Canada Revenue Agency, Annual Report to Parliament 2014-2015, http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/gncy/nnnl/2014-2015/sctn2-eng.html.
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